Assessment of second-order clearances between orthodontic archwires and bracket slots via the critical contact angle for binding.
Twenty-six archwires and 24 brackets were selected from among the hundreds of products available that nominally have from 18 to 22 mil bracket slots and 14, 16, 17, 18, 19, and/or 21 mil archwire sizes. After the archwires and brackets were dimensioned, a minimization-maximization algorithm was applied to the measurements in order to establish the likely boundaries of the critical contact angle for binding (thetac) as defined by the presence and absence of second-order clearance. From among the myriad archwire-bracket permutations possible, 64 combinations were identified--20 using the bracket slot as the controlling dimension and 44 using the bracket width. Using a previously derived mathematical expression that relates the dimensions of each archwire-bracket couple to its calculated thetac, the corresponding sets of indices were plotted. The results show that the maximum value of the calculated thetac can never exceed about 5 degrees , or else sliding mechanics will always be hampered. Other outcomes were validated experimentally using 5 of the 64 archwire-bracket couples by measuring the resistance to sliding (RS) at 15 different contact angles (theta) ranging from theta=0 degrees to theta=12 degrees and by subsequently determining a measured thetac. These values agreed with the calculated thetac values. When the practitioner knows the thetac, treatment time might be reduced because the teeth do not need to be over-aligned prior to employing sliding mechanics (i.e., by not making theta<<thetac) and, further, because the contact angle beyond which the binding phenomenon retards or halts tooth movement does not need to be exceeded (i.e., by not making theta>thetac) These results underscore the importance of exact wire and bracket dimensions on packaging; otherwise, sliding mechanics can be compromised by miscalculating thetac.